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Interrupted Measurement Repositioning Using Elastic Averaging
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Abstract In many cases, it is impractical or prohibitively

expensive to develop new instrumentation to study tribo-

logical phenomena in situ, but with the application of

elastic averaging, to accurately locate two surfaces with

respect to one another, this can be realized with existing

peripheral diagnostic equipment. A sample fixture was

designed using the principles of elastic averaging that al-

lows for the separation and repeatable repositioning of a

tribological test specimen. Using an optical interferometer

and digital image correlation, the fixture was determined to

have average repositioning errors of \2 lm, in both the

x and y directions. The application of these simple design

principles could provide an accurate, repeatable, and low-

cost solution for interrupted tribological studies.
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1 Introduction

When it is necessary or desirable to interleave charac-

terization with frictional contact, or in general, periodically

interleave any two techniques that would require pro-

hibitively expensive and non-trivial instrument develop-

ment to achieve in situ or simultaneously, the ability to

repeatably and accurately fixture a specimen renders peri-

odic interruption of an experiment for characterization as a

cost-effective and practical method. This capability can be

realized by combining experimental and diagnostic capa-

bilities from separate pieces of existing equipment, pro-

vided that the contact can be separated and replaced with

sufficient positioning repeatability and accuracy. An ex-

ample of this would be the realignment of a pin with its

wear track during a wear experiment. The two primary

methods of locating two surfaces with respect to each other

are kinematic alignment and elastic averaging [1]. Both of

these systems have been rigorously investigated, and each

has its merits with regard to alignment, repeatability, and

working environment [1–10].

Unlike deterministic alignment approaches, where the

number of degrees of freedom is exactly matched by the

number of contact points, elastic averaging greatly over-

constrains the system, but each contact point is compliant

and deforms elastically, effectively averaging alignment

errors over the number of points of contact. The principle

of elastic averaging states that in order to locate two sur-

faces accurately, the number of contact points and the re-

gion over which they occur should increase with increasing

load [7].

Here, elastic averaging is used to accurately and pre-

cisely couple a test specimen to a reciprocal mounting plate

by using an inexpensive, widely available, polymeric,

coupling system, LEGO�s. The repeatability of the fix-

ture’s alignment was measured using an optical pro-

filometer, and positioning errors were quantified using

digital image correlation.

2 Repositioning Fixture

To illustrate this idea, a removable sample fixture and re-

ciprocal base were designed (Fig. 1a) to mount a tribo-

logical test specimen to a linear reciprocating tribometer
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stage. The complete fixture contained a total of four, two-

by-two LEGO� bricks (L 9 W 9 H: 16 mm 9 16 mm 9

12 mm) resulting in 24 points of contact. Two were

mounted in the bottom fixture and two commensurately

mounted in the top fixture. The brick centers were offset by

8 and 23 mm in the x and y directions, respectively. The

bricks were oriented in this fashion for compactness as well

as to maximize the distance between them over the avail-

able design space.

3 Experiment

The base of the alignment fixture was mounted to a scan-

ning white light interferometer stage by four screws. The

alignment fixture top was manually aligned with the base

and depressed uniformly until it completely mated with the

bottom fixture. Here, the sample holder contained a single

LEGO� brick which was used as a fiducial marker,

specifically a portion of the G in the LEGO� logo
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Fig. 1 a Schematic

representation of a repositioning

fixture for tribological

applications. The fixture

capitalizes on the principle of

elastic averaging to accurately

and precisely locate a sample

holder to a reciprocal base.

b Optical profilometer scan of

the G in the LEGO� logo, a

portion of which was used as a

fiducial marker.

c Representative optical scan of

the arm of the G from b. 1000
such scans were acquired, one

for each time that the fixture

was removed and replaced.

d False color-map of fiducial

locations for each of the 1000

profilometer scans. Each data

point is scaled based on the

number of nearest neighbors

within a 500-nm radius of itself
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(Fig. 1b). A scan was then taken of the fiducial marker, and

the room temperature was recorded; an example of one of

these scans is illustrated in Fig. 1c. Scans were taken by a

Veeco Wyko NT9100 Optical Profilometer with a 209

objective resulting in a 150 lm 3 120 lm field of view

and a pixel size of 247 nm. The sample holder was then

removed from the base, and the process was repeated for a

total of 1000 times. Precautions were taken to mitigate heat

transfer between the experimentalist and the sample to

minimize dimensional changes due to thermal expansion.

4 Results and Discussion

The 1000 optical profilometer scans were analyzed using

Matlab� to quantify repositioning repeatability in both the

x and y directions. The analysis consisted of the two-di-

mensional cross-correlation between a reference scan of the

fiducial mark and the 1000 scans. The peak of the cross-

correlation function was fit with a two-dimensional Gaussian

function, providing sub-pixel resolution of the peak location.

The distance that the cross-correlation peak shifted from the

autocorrelation peak of the reference image was considered

the positioning error. The computed cross-correlation peak

locations are shown in Fig. 1d. The standard deviation (r) in
x and y was computed to be 1.9 and 1.3 lm, respectively.

The standard deviation in room temperature was *0.5 �C
over the 7-h measurement period.

Alignment errors result from the motion of breaking

mechanical contact, repositioning, and then reestablishing

contact. With elastic averaging, the errors are averaged over

the number of points of contact. Here, the errors were

\2 lm in both the x and y directions with a slight bias in the

x direction, where the errors were greatest. These errors may

be due to rotations because of the smaller offset of the bricks

in the x direction resulting in a reduced moment resistance

about the y axis. This is most likely not due to the bricks

themselves as they are symmetric, having an equal number

of contacts in each direction. Another possible source or

error is due to the force applied to the fixture and thus to the

system in which it is being used. For example, tangential

forces applied when reconnecting the sample might cause

movement of the entire stage due to backlash. These errors

could be on the same order as the repositioning errors of the

fixture. In this investigation, the movement of the interfer-

ometer stage due to an applied force was determined to be

\2 % of the measured repositioning error of the fixture.

5 Conclusions

A well-known, and often overlooked, example of elastic

averaging, the LEGO� brick, was used as a simple and

cost-effective repositioning device for tribological samples.

Its positioning repeatability was analyzed using an optical

profilometer to quantify positioning errors in two dimen-

sions. A total of 1000 optical scans of a fiducial marker

showed a directional dependence of the repositioning error

with a total error of\2 lm (1 sigma) in both the x and

y directions. This could be used to provide accurate and

precise alignment for many practical tribological testing

applications and analysis with minimal cost and effort.
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